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The World Health Organization

(WHO) has written this report.

The World Health Organization

is an organization that makes sure

all people are as healthy as 

possible. 

In 2013 world governments

signed a list of promises about

autism spectrum disorders. 

This report says: 

•     what we know about people

      with developmental disorders 

      and their families

About this report
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Helping people with developmental disorders

•     what research organizations 

      need to do to make things 

      better for people with 

      developmental disorders

•     what local communities need 

      to do to make things better for 

      people with developmental 

      disorders

•     what governments need to do 

      to make things better for 

      people with developmental 

      disorders

•     how WHO can help countries 

      improve their ability to help 

      people with developmental 

      disorders



Governments are a group of 

people who looks after a country

and makes decisions for the 

people who live in that country.

Research is a planned and careful

way of finding out about things.

When we talk about developmental

disorders we mean illnesses 

starting during the first years of

life and affecting the brain. 

There are a range of different 

developmental disorders.

What we know about 
developmental disorders
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Helping people with developmental disorders

People with developmental 

disorders can have difficulties in:

•     learning new things such as 

      reading and writing

•     communicating with other 

      people (telling people what 

      they are feeling and what they 

      need)

•     making new friends and 

      interacting with other people

People with developmental 

disorders may feel uncomfortable

when changing routine or 

environment and may have very

specific and limited interests.
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People with developmental 

disorders often face problems in

carrying out everyday activities

and may need support from 

family members.

These difficulties appear when a

person is very young, but usually

they continue when the person

grows up. 

The WHO thinks these conditions

are important because there are

many people with developmental

disorders around the world and

life is often hard.

People with developmental 

disorders are often discriminated

against.

Discrimination means treating 

someone worse than other people

for some reason.
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Helping people with developmental disorders

For persons with developmental 

disorders it is more difficult to

learn and find information and

services linked to health.

Children with developmental 

disorders often have more 

difficulties in school than the

other children in their class.

Adults with developmental 

disabilities find it more difficult to

get and keep jobs.

Governments must work together

with families and communities, 

international organizations, and

organizations that do research on 

development disorders. 

What needs to happen
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Sometimes governments will

need to support each other and

share what they know.

We wrote a list of suggestions

(called recommendations) for all

the people that could help create

better opportunities and services

for persons with developmental

disorders.

•     Collect more information and 

      look for better ways to give 

      people with developmental 

      disorders what they need to 

      feel better, especially in poor 

      places

•     Look for better ways to teach 

      family members and other 

      persons who help persons 

      with developmental disorders 

      in their homes
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Organizations that research information on 
developmental disorders should:



Helping people with developmental disorders

•     Work together with local 

      communities 

•     Try to find the money to do 

      research on developmental 

      disorders 

•     Convince and help 

      governments remember that 

      developmental disorders are 

      very important
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Local communities should: 



•     Help the public understand 

      developmental disorders and 

      the rights these people have. 

      Rights are things that should 

      happen for everyone

•     Get involved in deciding laws 

      and planning good quality 

      services for people with 

      developmental disorders

•     Help to collect good 

      information and do good 

      research on developmental 

      disorders
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•     Work together with 

      communities from other 

      countries to create a global 

      network



Helping people with developmental disorders

•     Help the public (people) 

      understand what 

      developmental disorders are

•     Speak up for people with 

      developmental disorders and 

      make sure that their rights are 

      guaranteed

•     Help to collect more 

      information from each country

      on developmental disorders

•     Help to find the money to help

      people with developmental 

      disorders 
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Governments should: 



•     Help with research on 

      developmental disorders

•     Help to find the money to help

      people with developmental 

      disorders

•     Help governments to make 

      and maintain more promises 

      to help people with 

      developmental disabilities 
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•     Make sure that doctors, nurses, 

      social workers and teachers 

      know how to help persons 

      with developmental disorders 

WHO should: 
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•     Help institutes that do research

      and governments to find 

      better ways to help all people 

      with developmental  disorders 

•     Suggest ways to identify 

      people with developmental 

      disorders and help them 

      during their whole life

•     Help countries understand if 

      people with developmental 

      disorders are being helped in a

      good way

•     Help other organizations and 

      people who know a lot about 

      developmental disorders 

      connect with each other and 

      share information
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•     Help countries to find ways to 

      create good services for 

      people with developmental 

      disorders

•     Help to find the money to help

      people with developmental 

      disorders
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•     Teach doctors, nurses, teachers

      and family members  and 

      others about developmental 

      disorders



We hope these ideas will help

make a better world where people

with developmental disorders

have good opportunities to stay in

good health and enjoy life.

Helping people with developmental disorders

World governments have 

promised to support the rights of

people with developmental 

disorders.

This report says how things are

now and what needs to be done.

This easy read document was produced by CHANGE in collaboration with and
for WHO and with financial support from Autism Speaks.
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